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1. Introduction to pRPL
1.1 What is pRPL?
pRPL is an open-source 1 general-purpose parallel Raster Processing programming Library
developed by Qingfeng Guan, in the Department of Geography, University of California, Santa
Barbara.
pRPL encapsulates complex parallel computing utilities and routines specifically for raster
processing (e.g., raster data decomposition, distribution and gathering among multiple processors,
inter-processor communication and data exchange), and provides an easy-to-use interface for users
to parallelize almost any raster processing algorithm with any arbitrary neighborhood (or moving
window) configuration. pRPL enables the implementation of parallel raster-processing algorithms
without requiring a deep understanding of parallel computing and programming, thus it greatly
reduces the development complexity. Moreover, even though pRPL was developed for
massive-volume geographical raster processing, it can also be used for other large-scale raster-like
computations such as image processing and cellular automata (CA). In fact, pRPL was first
developed primarily for a geographical CA model. That is why you will see many terminologies
from CA in this document, e.g., cell, cellspace, neighborhood, and transition.

1.2 Download and compile
The source code of pRPL can be downloaded at http://www.geog.ucsb.edu/~guan/pRPL/
After you download the compressed file, extract it to a directory in a Unix/Linux-based parallel
system2, e.g., /home/yourname/pRPL. Make sure a C++ compiler (e.g., g++) and a MPI-based
parallel computing environment (e.g., LAM, MPICH) are installed on the parallel computer before
compiling pRPL. You may need to modify the Makefile according to the system setting. Type the
following commands, and the library file, i.e., libprp.a, will be created, and a demo program that
calculates aspects from a DEM dataset will be built.
> cd /home/yourname/pRPL
> make

# create the library file – libprp.a

> make demo

# build a demo file – pAspect

The package includes a test dataset for the aspect-calculation demo program. Under the directory
where you save pRPL, type the following command to test whether pRPL works fine.
> cd /home/yourname/pPRL
> mpirun –np 4 [other options] mpirun -np 4 ./pAspect ./data/usa_nw.dem ./data/usa_nw.asp
1

pRPL can be freely used for EDUCATIONAL and SCIENTIFIC purposes, but NO COMMERCIAL usages are allowed unless the
author is contacted and a permission is granted.

2

Most of current parallel computing systems are Unix/Linux based. pRPL has been tested on several such kind of systems.

2
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The mpirun command runs a MPI-based parallel program. You may have to add some other
options to the command depending on the parallel computer’s hardware and software environments,
in which case you may need to read the system manual or consult the system administrator.
To compile a pRPL-based source code, the MPI C++ compiling command (usually mpiCC) must
be used. Also the –I and –L options must be specified to be the path to the directory where you save
pPRL, e.g., /home/yourname/pRPL, and the –lprp flag must be added to the command.
> mpiCC –O –I. –I/home/yourname/pRPL yourCode.cpp –o executable –L/home/yourname/pRPL -lprp

1.3 Why parallel? And How?
An undeniable trend in present Geoprocessing is that as the amount of geospatial and
non-geospatial data explosively grows, and geospatial processing algorithms and models get more
sophisticated and complicated, even cutting-edge single-processor computers are getting
insufficient to satisfy users’ rising demands for computational power in almost every
geography-related field, including academic research, governmental policy making, and commercial
management and planning. This trend is only going to get predictably worse before another
breakthrough in computer hardware technology, e.g., quantum processor technology, is invented
and brought into real applications to overcome the physical limitation of computing speed with
current integrated-circuit-based chips. Logical thinking would lead the solution toward parallel
computing technology, which employs multiple processors to work simultaneously so that higher
computing speed and data processing rates can be reached, and the computing time will be
shortened.
The raster data structure, as one of the basic data structures for geospatial data, represents the field
as a grid of cells with attribute values (Duckham, Goodchild, and Worboys 2003), and is able to
represent a large range of computable geospatial objects, e.g., points, lines and areas (Worboys and
Duckham 2004). Due to its advantages of representing continuous fields, raster is the primary data
storage structure for land-use and land-cover data, digital elevation model (DEM) data, scanned
maps and images, and remote sensing images.
Also, rasters can be managed naturally in computers, because they can be mapped directly onto a
computer memory structure called the array (Clarke 2003), and most commonly used programming
languages provide utilities to handle arrays (Worboys and Duckham 2004). Thus, raster has been
used as one of the most primary data structures for analytical geospatial processing and modeling.
From a parallel computing perspective, raster is born to be parallelized. A raster dataset is
essentially a matrix of values, each of which represents the attribute of the corresponding cell of the
field (e.g. land use type, elevation, etc). A matrix can be easily partitioned into sub-matrices and
assigned onto multiple processors so that the sub-matrices can be processed simultaneously and a
higher processing speed will be reached (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 Decomposing a matrix into 4 sub-matrices and
distributing them onto 4 processors (P0, P1, P2, and P3)

However, in real-world applications, the processes can be much more complicated.
First, the characteristics of the geospatial grids used in the applications may raise some concerns
for parallel computing. To classify the domain of spatial processing and modeling (in the
raster-processing case, the domain is the grid of cells, or the cellspace) from the data decomposition
perspective, Ding and Densham (1996) defined two key characteristics: regularity and homogeneity.
The regularity of a domain determines how easily it can be decomposed geometrically into equal
areas, while the homogeneity of the domain’s members affects the balance among partition
workloads. A lack of homogeneity or regularity can increase the communication cost, and lead to
workload imbalances. For raster processing, the cellspaces are mostly in regular shapes (e.g., square
and rectangle), which implies they can be easily divided into sub-cellspaces with equal areas.
However, the cells in a cellspace may be of different properties. For some applications, different
types of cells may be processed differently and require different computing intensities, which
creates workload imbalances among sub-cellspaces. For example, when a line-thinning algorithm is
used on a cellspace of lines, only those cells that are identified as lines will be processed whereas
other cells will be simply ignored.
pRPL provides several options for users to decompose the cellspace, including regular row-wise,
column-wise, and block-wise decomposition, and also a workload-adaptive quad-tree-based
decomposition method. The quad-tree-based approach divides the cellspace based on the cells’
properties and the raster processing algorithm’s characteristics, so the workload will be distributed
into the sub-cellspaces more evenly, especially when the cellspace is extremely heterogeneous
(Figure 1.2). However, some extra computation will be required to construct the quad-tree and
calculate the workloads assigned to the sub-cellspaces. In some cases, this extra computation might
outweight the benefit (speed-up) gained from a better work-load-based decomposition. Caution
must be taken when this option is to be used.
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Figure 1.2 An example of quad-tree decomposition (Santa Barbara urban areas, 1976. Only the urbanized
cells (in white) will be evaluated, and the non-urbanized cells (in black) will be ignored)

Second, the scope of raster processing and modeling, which determines the range of data
dependencies among sub-cellspaces, should be examined for parallel computing. Tomlin’s (1990)
classification of map algebra can be used to classify raster processing and modeling: local scope,
neighborhood scope, regional scope, and global scope.
When a local-scope algorithm is used, e.g., selecting cells by attributes, each cell is processed in
isolation. Thus a sub-cellspace only needs to hold the block of cells that will be processed (Figure
1.3a).
When a neighborhood-scope algorithm is used, e.g., calculating slopes and aspects from DEMs,
the computation of a certain cell requires the values of its neighborhood which is a set of
pre-determined surrounding cells (sometimes including the cell itself) (Figure 1.3b). In consequence,
a sub-cellspace has to hold not only the block of cells to be processed, but also a “halo” of cells
surrounding the block (Mineter 1998). In iterative algorithms, e.g., cellular automata, the “halos”
must be updated after each iteration. One should notice that local-scope algorithms are actually
special cases of neighborhood-scope algorithms, when the neighborhood only contains the cell to be
processed itself.
When a regional-scope algorithm is used, e.g. calculating the mean elevations of the states in the
U.S, all the cells within a certain region are required by the computation for the region. Two
approaches to decomposition can be used. The first divides the cellspace by regions, which means a
sub-cellspace holds the cells of a certain region (Figure 1.3c). However this approach is likely to
lead to load imbalances (Mineter 1998). The second approach divides the cellspace into regularly
shaped sub-cellspaces (i.e., rectangles), but extra computation and communication has to be added
to account for the region fragmentation (Mineter 1998).
When a global-scope algorithm is used, all the cells of the cellspace are needed for generating the
final result. This kind of algorithm is the hardest to parallelize because they exhibit a large range of
horizontal data dependence (Ding and Densham 1996).
pRPL was developed primarily for the algorithms and models with local scope and neighborhood
scope. It supports any arbitrary neighborhood configuration in terms of spatial arrangement and
weighting scheme. pRPL also can be used for some regional-scope and global-scope algorithms and
models, but the users have to write the additional code to manage the region fragmentation and
re-assembling.
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Figure 1.3 Domain decompositions for raster processing algorithms (Mineter 1998)

1.4 Architecture of pRPL
pRPL was written in C++ and constructed using the Object-Oriented framework. It includes a
suite of classes for users to parallelize their own raster-based algorithms and models with ease.
pRPL is built upon the Message Passing Interface (MPI), which is a standard parallel programming
library composed of a set of functions that enable and manage parallel computing by passing
messages between processors (Gropp et al. 1998). Since MPI and C++ compilers are available on
almost all parallel computing systems, the portability of pRPL is guaranteed, and the applications
built upon it will be portable across different parallel computing platforms as well if no
system-specific function is embedded in the application programs.
From a software architecture perspective, pRPL serves as a middleware connecting the
general-purpose parallel programming library (i.e., MPI) and the application-specific raster
processing algorithms and models. It utilizes the underlying parallel computing utilities (i.e., MPI
functions), and provides a platform specifically for parallel raster processing. It hides the complex
technical details of parallel computing from the users, thus relieves them from the time-consuming
parallel programming and lets them only focus on the raster-processing algorithms themselves.
Mineter and Dowers (1999) referred to this kind of architecture as a layered approach of parallel
processing for geographical applications (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4 pRPL in a layered architecture

1.5 Features of pRPL
1.5.1 Object-Oriented programming style
pRPL is an Object-Oriented programming library, and provides a set of classes for users as the
interface to manage and control the underlying parallel processes. Unlike a bunch of functions and
procedures, these classes are very intuitive and easy to use. To parallelize a raster-processing
algorithm, the user only needs to specify a Neighborhood class, implement the algorithm by
creating a customized Transition class derived from a base class provided in pRPL, and write a
main function just like writing a sequential C++ program.

1.5.2 Class templates support arbitrary data types
pRPL is a template programming library, and supports any type of cell attribute values, e.g. integer
numbers, single and double precision floating point numbers, characters, strings, and even more
complex user-defined data structures.

1.5.3 Neighborhood-scope algorithms with arbitrary neighborhood
configurations
As mentioned in section 1.2, pRPL supports any neighborhood-scope (or moving-window-based)
algorithms with any arbitrary neighborhood configuration. The algorithm can be either centralized
or non-centralized. A centralized algorithm only evaluates and updates the central cell of the
neighborhood, whereas a non-centralized algorithm may evaluate and update any cell(s) within the
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neighborhood. A finalizing process can be included in the algorithm, e.g., assigning a value to the
cell based on an intermediate value of the cell calculated during the evaluation process. Also, the
neighborhood can be either continuous or discontinuous, either symmetrical or asymmetrical.
Furthermore, the cells of a neighborhood can be assigned with different weights for kernel-based
local processing (Lloyd 2007). Weighted neighborhoods are also useful for multi-layer algorithms
(see below).

1.5.4 Multi-layer processing
Multi-layer processing is common in raster-based GIS and GeoComputation algorithms, as well as
in other kinds of image processing, e.g., an AND operation on two binary-coded images. pRPL
supports multi-layer algorithms and models by allowing users to specify multiple Layer objects to a
Transition object which implements the raster-processing algorithm, and each Layer object can
contain a cellspace (CellSpace object) and/or multiple sub-cellspaces (SubSpace objects), and a
Neighborhood object used in dividing the global cellspace and constructing the sub-cellspaces.
pRPL requires that all the Layers’ Neighborhood objects must be identical in terms of spatial
arrangement, but different weighting schemes can be used for different Layers to virtually define
different spatial arrangements (see section 2.2 and Figure 2.5b).

1.5.5 Regular and irregular decomposition
pRPL provides both regular and irregular decomposition methods to divide cellspaces. Regular
decomposition divides the cellspace by rows, or columns, or blocks, without considering the
workloads associated with the cells, and produces equal-area sub-cellspaces. Regular decomposition
is commonly used in parallel computing for dense matrix. Irregular decomposition, on the other
hand, takes account for the workloads of the cells, and is likely to produce unequal-area
sub-cellspaces, but also likely to divide the workloads more evenly among the sub-cellspaces. pRPL
provides a quad-tree-based decomposition method3. The quad-tree decomposition is an iterative
process. At each iteration, the workloads associated with the leaves (i.e., sub-cellspaces) are
calculated, and the leaf with the largest workload will be divided into 4 child leaves. The quad-tree
will keep growing until the maximum number of leaves or the minimum workload associated with a
sub-cellspace is reached. Again, caution must be taken when this decomposition method is to be
used, because the extra computation required to construct the quad-tree and to calculate the
workloads of the sub-cellspaces might outweight the speed-up gained by the better workload
distribution.
3

The neighbor-finding algorithm for quad-tree is based on Parthajit Bhattacharya’s (2001) thesis “Efficient Neighbor Finding
Algorithms in Quadtree and Octree”
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1.5.6 “Update-on-Change” and the Value-headed index stream for data
exchange
The “halos” surrounding sub-cellspaces must be updated after each iteration, if an iterative
algorithm or model is used. The “halos” of a sub-cellspace can be seen as the replicas of the cells
within the neighboring sub-cellspaces of the sub-cellspace. Thus when the origins are updated, the
replicas should be updated accordingly. This inevitably creates the communication overhead
(messages in the MPI environment) between processors if the origins and the replicas happen to be
assigned onto different processors. However, not all the halo cells’ values are changed after a
certain iteration, and it would be inefficient to refresh all the halo cells at each iteration. pRPL uses
a mechanism called “Update-on-Change”, and only updates the halo cells whose origins have been
changed at an iteration, which significantly reduces the volume of the messages passed among
processors. Also, the messages are constructed in value-headed global-index streams instead of
arrays of coordinate-value pairs. A value-headed global-index stream usually contains the
information of the halo cells to be updated within the sub-cellspace. It starts with an attribute value
(any type) and an integer number indicating the number of indices following this attribute value,
followed by a string of global indices of the cells that are to be updated to this value; then another
attribute value and an integer number, and a string of indices of cells updated to the second value;
and so on so forth. The indices are determined in the global spatial extent of the whole cellspace,
and can be easily translated into/from local coordinates within sub-cellspaces (see section 2.3). This
value-headed global-index stream (Figure 1.5b) is usually more efficient than an array of
coordinate-value pairs (Figure 1.5a) in terms of message volume, because in many cases when the
“halo” cells have to be updated, there are only a limited number of attribute values that can be
assigned to a cell, and many cells will be updated to the same values, thus there is no need to
include every cell’s attribute value in the messages. For example, if there are M integer values that
the halo cells have been updated to, and N halo cells to be updated, then (2M+N)×sizeof(integer)
bytes are needed for this message if the value-headed index stream is used, but 3 × N ×
sizeof(integer) bytes are needed if the coordinate-value pairs are used. Apparently, when M is small
and N is big, the value-headed global-index stream will be much smaller than the array of
coordinate-value pairs.
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Figure 1.5 Coordinate-value pairs (a) and Value-headed global index stream (b)

1.5.7 Non-blocking communication and “edgesFirst” for data exchange
When a transition process is used on a sub-cellspace, the sub-cellspace’s “halos”, edges and
interior will be automatically determined by pRPL according to the transition process and the
neighborhood used in the transition (Figure 1.6). Halos, as mentioned before, are the replicas of the
cells within the neighboring sub-cellspaces, whereas edges are the origins of the halo cells of the
neighboring sub-cellspaces. The interior is the rest of the sub-cellspace. When data exchange is
needed, e.g., after an iteration of an iterative algorithm, the changed edge cells will be compressed
into value-headed global index streams and sent to the neighboring sub-cellspaces, and also streams
from the neighboring sub-cellspaces will be received and the halo cells whose origins have been
changed will be updated accordingly. Instead of blocking communication, pRPL uses non-blocking
communication routines, which allows message passing while the processors are working on other
tasks (e.g. computation, I/O process), whereas blocking communication (Figure 1.7a) forces the
processors to wait until the communication is completed (Gropp et al. 1998). pRPL provides an
“edgesFirst” option for users, which make the processors first process the sub-cellspace’ edges,
then start exchanging the halo information; during the data-exchange communication, the
processors continue working on the interiors of the cub-cellspaces, and then finally complete the
communications (Figure 1.7b). The “edgesFirst” provides a means to improve the performance by
overlapping communication and computation.
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Figure 1.6 The structure of a 10X10 sub-cellspace with a 3X3 neighborhood

Figure 1.7 Blocking Data Exchange (a) vs. Non-blocking Data Exchange (b)

1.5.8 Processor grouping, data-parallelization and task-parallelization
pRPL organizes processors in groups. The initial set of processors (i.e., all the processors involved
in the program) constitute the root group. The root group can be divided into sub-groups, which can
be further divided into smaller groups. Each group has a master, which by default is the first
11

processor of the group, i.e., index 0. Groups of processors can be assigned with different datasets
and the same transition process, or the same dataset and different transition processes, or different
datasets and different transition processes, or even more complicated task setting. Thus pRPL
supports both data-parallelization and task-parallelization. When a dataset is divided and distributed
among the processors within a processor group, or among the groups, data-parallelization takes
place. When different datasets or different transition processes are assigned onto multiple processor
groups, task-parallelization among groups takes place (within groups, data-parallelization takes
place because the dataset will be divided and distributed among the processors).

1.5.9 Static and dynamic load-balancing
After a dataset is divided and distributed among the processors within a group, the sub-cellspaces
are statically assigned onto the processors, and will not be re-allocated among the processors once
the computation starts, because moving the sub-cellspaces among processors’ local memories could
cause extreme communication overheads, given that the sizes of the sub-cellspaces are usually big.
This load-balancing mechanism is referred to as Task Mapping or Static load-balancing. However,
in some cases, e.g., calibrating the transition parameters of a model, the same dataset will be
assigned to a set of processor groups, and a “task farm” can be used to assign different tasks (e.g.,
transition parameters) to the groups according to their computing statuses, i.e., busy or idle. Thus, a
dynamic load-balancing mechanism can be implemented among the processor groups. In one word,
pRPL supports both static and dynamic load-balancing.

2. Important Classes
2.1 PRProcess
Process is a basic concept in parallel computing. In many cases, a process can be seen as a
hardware processor involved in a parallel processing. In other words, a process usually represents a
hardware processor in a parallel program, and the program controls all the processes to work on a
common task in parallel. Also, the processes are organized in groups (see section 1.4.8) by pRPL. A
hardware processor can be represented by multiple processes that are included in different groups.
The PRProcess class encapsulates the basic information of a process (Table 2.14), including the
communicator of the group within which the process is located. A communicator specifies the
communication context for message-passing operations within a group, which means that messages
are always received within the group they were sent, and messages sent in different groups do not
interfere (Gropp et al. 1998). When a hardware processor is represented by multiple PRProcesses
objects, all these attributes may differ among the processes.
The PRProcess class has three more attributes specially designed for managing the sub-cellspaces
assigned to the processor (Table 2.1). _vSubInfos stores a vector of SubSpaceInfo objects that
4

All tables are included in Getting_started_with_pRPL_Appx.pdf
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contain the spatial division information of the sub-cellspaces, e.g., ID, minimum bounding rectangle,
spatial dimensions, and the IDs of the neighboring sub-cellspaces, etc (see section 2.3). _vSubInfos
is an empty vector when a PRProcess is just created, but will be populated once a cellspace (stored
in a Layer object, see section 2.4) associated with the PRProcess is decomposed. If multiple
cellspaces are to be decomposed, all the cellspaces should be divided using the same decomposition
scheme, which implies firstly that the cellspaces must have the same spatial dimensions, i.e., the
numbers of rows and columns, secondly the spatial divisions of sub-cellspaces must be identical for
all the cellspaces (Figure 2.1). For example, a model requires both a slope grid and an aspect grid.
When these two grids are divided, they should be cut in exactly the same way so that a
sub-cellspace of the slope grid will have the same spatial dimensions as that of the corresponding
sub-cellspace of the aspect grid. In this case, multiple Layer objects storing the sub-cellspaces of
different cellspaces will be created and associated with the same PRProcess, so that they share the
same set of SubSpaceInfo objects (i.e., the same spatial divisions).

Figure 2.1 Identical spatial divisions for multiple cellspaces

_pPrcInfoMap stores a map linking processor IDs and sub-cellspaces. The key of an entry in the
map is a processor’s ID, and the value of it is a vector of pointers to the information sets of the
sub-cellspaces that are assigned to the processor (Figure 2.2a). After the cellspaces are decomposed,
a set of SubSpaceInfo objects are created. Then a mapping process will map the sub-cellspaces onto
the processors, i.e., determining which processor should hold which sub-cellspaces and creating
_pPrcInfoMap. Then a distributing process will be send the sub-cellspaces’ data from the master
processor (which holds the whole cellspace’s data initially) to the processors according to
_pPrcInfoMap.
_pSubIDMap is a map linking sub-cellspace IDs and processor IDs. The key of an entry is a
sub-cellspace’s ID, and the value of it is the ID of the processor which owns the sub-cellspace
(Figure 2.2b). _ pSubIDMap is used to quickly locate the processor on which a certain sub-cellspace
is assigned.
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Figure 2.2 An example of _pPrcInfoMap (a) and _ pSubIDMap (b)

PRProcess provides a number of methods to control the process’s behaviors, to manage the
sub-cellspaces associated with the process, and also to direct the communications (Table 2.2).
Example 2.1 demonstrates how to organize processes in groups, and Figure 2.3 shows graphically
the hierarchical grouping system of processes and the multiple representations of hardware
processors using PRProcess. Note that pRPL follows the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD)
approach to parallelization. In this approach, multiple processors run the same program, but the
variables in the program may be given different values, and the objects in the program may behave
differently on the processors.
Example 2.1 Process in groups

testProcess.cpp
#include “prProcess.h”
using namespace pRPL;
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
PRProcess rootPrc(MPI_COMM_WORLD); /* create an instance of PRProcess within the root group which includes

all the processes involved in the program for which MPI_COMM_WORLD is the corresponding communicator */
rootPrc.init(argc, argv); /* initialize MPI and the PRProcess object */
PRProcess grpPrc; /* create an inactive PRProcess object */
if(!rootPrc.grouping(2, true, &grpPrc)) /* divide the root group into 2 groups, the master process of the

root group will be included in the newly created groups */
{
cerr << “Error during grouping” << endl;
return -1;
}

/* NOTE: rootPrc and grpPrc represent the same hardware processor, but are included in different groups */
/* BG: before grouping; AG: after grouping */
if(rootPrc.isMaster()) {
cout << “ID_BG\t GroupID_BG\t NumPrcs_BG\t IsMaster_BG\t” \
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<< “ID_AG\t GroupID_AG\t NumPrcs_AG\t IsMaster_AG“ \
<< endl;
}
cout << rootPrc.id() << “\t” << rootPrc.groupID() << “\t” \
<< rootPrc.nPrcs() << “\t” << rootPrc.isMaster()<< “\t“ \
<< grpPrc.id() << “\t” << grpPrc.groupID() << “\t” \
<< grpPrc.nPrcs() << “\t” << grpPrc.isMaster() << endl;
rootPrc.finalize(); /* finalize MPI */
return 0;
}

Compile and Run. Assume you already compiled pPRL and save it in the directory
/home/yourname/pRPL
\>mpiCC –O –I. –I/home/yourname/pRPL testProcess.cpp –o testProcess –L/home/yourname/pRPL -lprp
\>mpirun –np 4 ./testProcess
ID_BG

GroupID_BG NumPrcs_BG IsMaster_BG ID_AG

GroupID_AG NumPrcs_AG IsMaster_AG

0

-1

4

1

0

0

2

1

1

-1

4

0

0

1

2

1

2

-1

4

0

1

0

2

0

3

-1

4

0

1

1

2

0

Figure 2.3 Multiple representations of hardware processors using the PRProcess grouping method
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2.2 Neighborhood
A neighborhood defines the working scope of an algorithm over the cellspace, and typically it is
composed of a set of cells (or pixels) surrounding a central cell and the central cell itself. Figure 2.4
(a, b, and c) shows several most commonly used neighborhood configurations. In some cases it is
also referred to as the moving window or template, since it moves through all the cells/pixels of the
cellspace and masks a certain area of the cellspace, then the transition algorithm is applied onto the
cells covered by the window.
pRPL provides a class called Neighborhood to support arbitrary neighborhood configurations. The
Neighborhood class is constituted by a set of weighted cells, i.e., neighbors (Table 2.3). The
neighbors’ coordinate (a row-column index pair) are specified according to its relative location to
the central cell, while the coordinate of the central cell is defined as [0, 0] (Figure 2.4). For
example, the neighbor located north (above) of the central cell is coordinated as [-1, 0], and the
neighbor located east (right) of the central cell is coordinated as [0, 1]. The Neighborhood class
supports continuous and discontinuous configurations (Figure 2.4d), and symmetric and asymmetric
configurations as well (Figure 2.4e). A Neighborhood object can be constructed based on a vector
of coordinates (i.e., row-column index pairs). The order of the coordinates can be random when
constructing a Neighborhood object, but the central cell (coordinate [0, 0]) has to be included. Once
a Neighborhood object is constructed, the neighbors is indexed from 0 to n-1 where n is the number
of neighbors, and they can be accessed using the [] operator.

Figure 2.4 Some examples of neighborhood
and the neighbors’ relative coordinates against the central cells
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Also, neighbors can be assigned with weights if necessary. The weights of the neighbors will be
identically set to be 1 if no weights are given when constructing a Neighborhood object. Neighbor
weights are useful for kernel algorithms, e.g., distance-decay modeling (Figure 2.5a). As mentioned
in section 1.4.4, if multiple cellspaces are decomposed and distributed among processes, the
Neighborhood objects associated with them must have the same spatial configuration, i.e., the same
coordinates of the neighbors. But different weighting schemes can be used to virtually form
different spatial configurations (Figure 2.5b).

Figure 2.5 Weighted Neighborhoods

The Neighborhood class also stores some additional information of a neighborhood, and also
provides methods to access it (Table 2.3). The minimum bounding rectangle (_MBR) of the
neighborhood is stored in a CoordBR class, which consists of the coordinates of the northwest
(upper-left) and the southeast (bottom-right) corners of the _MBR (Figure 2.6). The
neighboring-cell-ID map (_mNbrIDMap) stores a vector linking the IDs of the neighboring cells
and the directions (e.g., north, south, west, east, etc) in which they are located relative to the central
cell (Figure 2.7). It provides means to quickly identify the neighbors in a certain direction to the
central cell, e.g., hasNbr and nbrIDs methods (Table 2.4), which are very useful when determining
the “halo” cells and edge cells.
The Neighborhood class also provides the >> operator and << operator to input/output a
Neighborhood object from/to the standard I/O stream. The I/O stream starts with the number of
neighbors, then follows a series of row-column-weight sets (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.6 Examples of Neighborhood’s MBR

Figure 2.7 Examples of the neighboring-cell-ID map

Figure 2.8 Examples of Neighborhood I/O streams

The specify methods are provided to specify a Neighborhood object to a coordinate (or a cell/pixel)
in a cellspace (Table 2.4). The specify methods can be seen as moving the Neighborhood object
within the cellspace so that the central cell of the Neighborhood will be located at the given
coordinate, and the Neighborhood will cover the surrounding cells (including the cell located at the
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given coordinate). Once specified, the values of the cells covered by the Neighborhood will be
copied to the corresponding Neighborhood cells (Figure 2.9). Later the transition process will be
applied on the Neighborhood object, and the values will be updated. Since the Neighborhood class
is a class template, users can declare Neighborhood objects to accommodate any type of values, e.g.,
integer numbers, double precision floating point numbers, even user-defined data type.

Figure 2.9 Specifying a Von Neumann neighborhood to a cell (a coordinate) in a cellspace
Example 2.2 Creating Neighborhood objects

testNeighborhood.cpp
#include “neighborhood.h”
#include “cellSpace.h”
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
using namespace pRPL;
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
...
Neighborhood<int> nbr; /* Declare a Neighborhood object of integer values */
fstream nbrFile(“myNbrhood.txt”, ios::in);
nbrFile >> nbr; /* Initialize the Neighborhood object by loading the neighbors stored in a ASCII file */
nbrFile.close();
CellSpace<int> space; /* Declare a CellSpace object of integer values*/
...

/* Load the data into the CellSpace object */

for(int iRow = 1; iRow < space.nRows()-1; iRow++) {
for(int iCol = 1; iCol < space.nCols()-1; iCol++) {
if(!nbr.specify(iRow, iCol, space)) {
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cerr << “Error during specifying the neighborhood” << endl;
return -1;
}
...

/* Update the cell value*/

}
}
...
return 0;
}

2.3 CellSpace, SubSpaceInfo, and SubSpace
A cellspace is a collection of cells (or pixels) that store the values of a certain variable (mostly
numeric) of a continuous field. The variable is usually a measurement of a characteristic of the field
(e.g., digital elevation model (DEM), sea surface temperature, land use type, etc), or a product
derived from the original measurements through a series of processing steps (e.g., population
density, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), etc).
pRPL provides a class called CellSpace to store the cell values, and the spatial attributes of
cellspaces (Table 2.5). Since the CellSpace is a class template, it supports all types of values,
including user-defined types. The cell values are stored in an array in the row-wise scan line form,
which means the array starts from the northwest (upper-left) corner of the space, goes through every
row of cells from west to east (left to right), and ends at the southeast (bottom-right) corner of the
space. The CellSpace provides [] operators (Table 2.6) to locate cells using row-column coordinate
pairs. For example, CellSpace[5][10] identifies a cell at row 5 and column 10 (index starts from 0).
Note that this row-column coordinate is different from the array index, which will be used as the
global location index in the value-headed global index stream for transferring “halo” cells between
sub-cellspaces. Equation 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 show how to translate a row-column coordinate (i.e. [iRow,
iCol]) into/from an array index (i.e. iCell), where nCols is the number of columns of cells.
iRow = iCell / nCols

(2.1)

iCol = iCell % nCols

(2.2)

iCell = iRow × nCols + iCol

(2.3)

The CellSpace class only stores the very basic spatial attributes of a cellspace, i.e., the numbers of
rows and columns of cells (_dims, see Table 2.5). It also contains a map to store updated cells
(_UpdtCells). Similar to the value-headed index stream, the key field of an entry of the map is a cell
value, and the value field contains a vector of the array indices (i.e., iCell) of the cells that have
been updated to the value stored in the key field (Figure 2.10). This map is useful for the following
three situations:
1. The transition algorithm only produces an intermediate value for a cell, and a finalizing
process is needed to finally update the cell value or to complete other extra tasks. For example,
after an urban cellular automata transition process calculates the urbanization probabilities for
all the non-urbanized cells in a cellspace, a finalizing process is used to determine how many
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cells will be actually urbanized in the end and update the cells with the highest probabilities
into urbanized cells. The urbanization probabilities and the cell indices will be stored in the
updated-cell map until the finalizing process completes. To enable the updated-cell map for a
CellSpace, the needFinalize option of the Transition class that is used to update the CellSpace
should be set ON (see section 2.5). Otherwise, the value of the cell that is being evaluated will
be updated immediately during an iteration. This option is critical because the algorithm may
produce a different resultant cellspace if it is set incorrectly. Also the finalize method of the
Transition class should be overloaded by the user to implement the finalizing process (see
section 2.5).
2. The local-scope transition process (i.e., a moving-window-based algorithm) is applied on a
cellspace that holds the original cell values, and may update some of them. Since the
moving-window requires the original values of the surrounding cells of the central cell, the
original cell values should not be changed until the whole cellspace has been processed. Take
another urban cellular automata case, an urbanization transition process is applied on the
original cellspace, and determines which non-urbanized cell will be urbanized in the end.
Those cells that are determined to be urbanized should be stored in the updated-cell map first,
and will be finally updated to the urbanized value after all the cells have been evaluated at the
end of the iteration. Similar to case 1, the needFinalize option of the Transition class should
be set ON, and the finalize method should be overloaded. But in this case, the finalize method
is simply loading the updated values to the cells.
3. A sub-cellspace needs to communicate with other sub-cellspaces to update the “halo” cells.
Once a transition process completes processing a sub-cellspace (only its Edge cells if the
Transition's edgesFirst option is ON, see section 1.4.7), the updated cells' values and indices
stored in the map will be used to form a set of value-headed global index streams that will be
sent to the surrounding sub-cellspaces to update their corresponding “halo” cells. For this case,
the needExchange option of the Transition object should be set ON (see section 2.5), but the
needFinalize option can be set OFF and the finalize method does not have to be overloaded if
no finalizing process is needed. pRPL will automatically load the updated values to the cells
at the end of an iteration.

Figure 2.10 An example of updated-cell map

The CellSpace class provides >> and >> operators (Table 2.6) to input/output CellSpace objects
from/to standard I/O streams. A standard I/O stream starts with the number of rows and columns of
the cellspace, then follows a series of cell values (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11 The I/O stream of a 1000X1000 cellspace

The basic idea of parallelizing a raster processing is to divide the cellspace into several
sub-cellspaces and distribute them onto multiple processors, so that they can be processed
simultaneously. In pRPL, two classes are used to store and manage sub-cellspaces: SubSpaceInfo
and SubSpace.
The SubSpaceInfo class contains the spatial division information of a sub-cellspace (Table 2.7),
including the ID, the spatial dimensions of the whole cellspace (global dimensions), the spatial
dimensions of the sub-cellspace (local dimensions), the minimum bounding rectangle of the
sub-cellspace in the global spatial extent, and the domain (spatial) decomposition type of the
sub-cellspace, i.e., row-wise, column-wise, and block-wise (quad-tree-based decomposition is a
special case of block-wise decomposition), and the bounding rectangle of the sub-cellspace’s
working area, i.e., the Edge cells and the Interior cells. Note that the MBR of a sub-cellspace is
stored in a global coordinate pairs, while a working bounding rectangle (_workBR) is stored in a
local coordinate pair (Figure 2.12). The SubSpaceInfo class also has a map (_mNbrSpcID) for
quickly querying the surrounding sub-cellspaces in a certain direction from the sub-cellspace
(Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.12 Block-wise dividing a 24X24 cellspace into 9 sub-cellspaces,
and the MBR and working area of sub-cellspace 4
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Figure 2.13 Examples of neighboring sub-cellspace map

Besides providing a set of methods to access the basic information of a sub-cellspace, the
SubSpaceInfo also provides a range of methods to convert between global/local coordinates and
global/local array indices (Table 2.8). Equation 2.4 through 2.11 show how these conversions are
done, where iGlocalRow and iGlobalCol are the row and column coordinates in the global context,
iGlobalIdx is the array index in the global context, nGlobalCols is the number of columns of cells
in the global (whole) cellspace, iLocalRow and iLocalCol are the row and column coordinate in the
local context, iLocalIdx is the array index in the local context, nLocalCols is the number of columns
of cells in the sub-cellspace, iMinRow and iMinCol are the row and column coordinates of the
northwest (upper-left) corner of the sub-cellspace in the global context. The coordinates and indices
in the global context are determined in the spatial extent of the global (whole) cellspace, whereas
the coordinates and indices in the local context are determined in the spatial extent of the
sub-cellspace.
iGlobalRow = iLocalRow + iMinRow

(2.4)

iGlobalCol = iLocalCol + iMinCol

(2.5)

iGlobalIdx = (iLocalRow + iMinRow) * nGlobalCols + (iLocalCol + iMinCol) (2.6)
iLocalRow = iGlobalRow – iMinRow

(2.7)

iLocalCol = iGlobalCol – iMinCol

(2.8)

iLocalIdx = (iGlobalRow – iMinRow) * nLocalCols + (iGlobalCol – iMinCol) (2.9)
iGlobalIdx = (iLocalIdx / nLocalCols + iMinRow) * nGlobalCols +
(iLocalIdx % nLocalCols + iMinCol)

(2.10)

iLocalIdx = (iGlobalIdx / nGlobalCols – iMinRow) * nLocalCols +
(iGlobalIdx % nGlobalCols – iMinCol)

(2.11)
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A SubSpace object is constructed based on the spatial division information stored in a
SubSpaceInfo object, and stores the data of a sub-cellspace. Remember that when multiple
cellspaces are to be decomposed, they should be divided using the same dividing scheme, i.e., the
same set of SubSpaceInfo objects, which means that multiple SubSpace objects (each belongs to a
certain layer) will be created using the same SubSpaceInfo object. In other words, multiple layers
share a set of SubSpaceInfo objects which is stored in a PRProcess object.
The SubSpace class is a class derived from the CellSpace class, and inherits all the attributes and
methods of the CellSpace class. It also stores some additional information (Table 2.9) for data
exchange to update “halo” cells, including the bounding rectangles of Edge cells (_vEdgeBR), the
bounding rectangle of Interior cells (_interiorBR), and the bounding rectangles of the cells to be
sent to other SubSpace objects (_mSendBRs). These rectangles will be determined every time before
a transition process is applied on a sub-cellspace, based on the spatial division information of the
sub-cellspace (SubSpaceInfo), the neighborhood configuration (Neighborhood) used to construct
the sub-cellspace, and the transition process to be applied (Transition). Figure 2.14 shows that
different decomposition types may produce different bounding rectangles (a, b and d);
sub-cellspaces at different locations in the global cellspace may have different bounding rectangles
(b and c); different neighborhood configurations may produce different bounding rectangles, e.g.,
an asymmetric neighborhood configuration may produce asymmetric bounding rectangles (b and e);
and non-centralized transition algorithms may produce different bounding rectangles than
centralized ones do (b and f).

Figure 2.14 Determining bounding rectangles for sub-cellspaces

The SubSpace class also stores the value-headed global index streams to be sent to other
SubSpace objects (_mStream2Send) and received from other SubSpace objects (_vStreamRecved). If
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data-exchange is needed for a transition process, once a sub-cellspace (only the Edge cells if the
Transition's edgesFirst option is ON) is processed, the updated-cell map (_mUpdtCells) will be used
to produce a set of value-headed global index streams according to the Send-Range bounding
rectangles (_mSendBRs) using the makeStream2Send method (Table 2.10). When the
communication process is done, the value-headed global index streams received from other
SubSpace objects will be loaded and the “halo” cells will be updated accordingly using the
loadStreamRecved method.

2.4 Layer
Despite the elaborate descriptions above, front-end users do not have to know many details about
the SubSpaceInfo and SubSpace classes. pPRL provides the Layer class for users to easily manage
the decomposition of cellspaces, the mapping and distribution of sub-cellspaces onto processes, the
processing and updating of sub-cellspaces, and the data-exchange between sub-cellspaces. In other
words, the Layer class serves as the interface between the users and the underlying sub-cellspaces
and the complicated parallel computing management and processing.
A Layer object is associated with a certain PRProcess object that represents the hardware
processor the layer data resides, and indicates the group of processors (the communication context)
that the Layer will communicate with (Table 2.11). Once a cellspace is decomposed, the
sub-cellspaces will be mapped and distributed onto processors and stored in the Layer objects on
the processors. Note that a Layer object on a processor may have multiple sub-cellspaces when the
number of sub-cellspaces is greater than the number of processors. When multiple cellspaces are
used, multiple Layer objects should be constructed on each processor to accommodate the
sub-cellspaces of different cellspaces (Layer0 and Layer1 in Figure 2.15). Not only should the
spatial divisions be identical for all the cellspaces, but also the sub-cellspace-to-processor mapping
scheme for these cellspaces should be the same, so that the sub-cellspaces in different Layers on a
certain processor will match at spatial locations. pRPL guarantees this as long as the Layer objects
are associated with the same PRProcess object. Once a Layer is decomposed, mapped, and
distributed, the spatial divisions and mapping schema will be saved in the associated PRProcess
object, and all other Layers associated with the PRProcess object can be decomposed and
distributed using the same spatial divisions and mapping scheme.
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Figure 2.15 Multiple layers for multiple cellspaces

A Layer object usually only stores the sub-cellspaces that assigned to the processor where the
Layer object resides, but it may also stores the whole cellspace in the following situations:
 When the Layer object is associated with the master processor of a processor group, the
global (whole) cellspace will be stored in the Layer object before being decomposed and
distributed (cellspace0 and cellspace1 in Figure 2.15). Once the cellspace is decomposed and
the sub-cellspaces are distributed onto the processors in the group, the cellspace on the master
processor may be deleted if the user intends to save the memory space for fast processing.
When all the transition algorithms are complete, if a resultant cellspace is needed for output,
the master processor will gather the updated sub-cellspaces from all the processors, and
re-construct a whole cellspace in the Layer object to store the final cell values (cellspace0 in
Figure 2.15).
 When a transition algorithm requires a whole cellspace, the cellspace will be first stored in the
Layer object on the master processor (cellspace2 in Figure 2.15), then it will be broadcasted to
all the processors in the group.
Other than the sub-cellspaces and the cellspace, a Neighborhood object must be store in a Layer
object if the cellspace is to be decomposed since the neighborhood’s spatial configuration will be
used to calculate the crucial bounding rectangles (i.e., the “Halos”, Edges, and Interior ranges of the
sub-cellspace). When multiple Layer objects are used, the spatial configurations of their
Neighborhood must be the same. However, as mentioned in section 2.2, different weighting
schemes may be used to form virtually different spatial configurations of the Neighborhood objects.
Also, different transition algorithms may be applied on different Layer objects.
The Layer class provides a suite of methods for users to easily handle the cellspace decomposition,
and sub-cellspace mapping and distribution. The newCellSpace and newNbrhood methods create a
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new cellspace and a new neighborhood on the master processor (Table 2.12). The
smplDcmpDstrbt and quadDcmpDstrbt methods divide the cellspace into sub-cellspaces (i.e.,
decomposing), assign the sub-cellspaces onto the processors (i.e., mapping), distribute the cell
values of the sub-cellspaces and from the master processor to the processors in the group (i.e.,
distributing), and also broadcast the neighborhood configurations to the processors. Again, if
multiple Layer objects are to be decomposed and distributed, make sure they are all associated with
the same PRProcess object. Once a Layer is decomposed and distributed by calling the
smplDcmpDstrbt or quadDcmpDstrbt method, other Layer objects can be distributed by simply
calling the distribute method which uses the spatial division information and mapping scheme
created by the first Layer and stored in the PRProcess object. If the whole cellspace is required by
the transition algorithm, calling the broadcast method of the Layer object will broadcast the cell
values of the whole cellspace from the master processor to the processor in the group.
For updating cell values, a set of update methods are provided and all the complicated parallel
computing mechanisms are encapsulated and hidden from the users. To call an update method, only
a Transition object needs to be specified. Then the crucial bounding rectangles (i.e., the “Halos”,
Edges, and Interior) of the SubSpace objects stored in the Layer will be determined automatically
according to the SubSpaceInfo set stored in the associated PRProcess obejct, the Neighborhood
object stored in the Layer object, and the given Transition object (see section 2.3 and Figure 2.14).
When an iterative algorithm is used, data-exchange is required at each iteration to update the “halo”
cells. If the Transition’s edgesFirst option is ON, the Edge cells of a sub-cellspace will be processed
first, then a non-blocking communication session will start to send/receive the updated “halo” cells
to/from other sub-cellspaces. During the communication session, the processor keeps on processing
the Interior cells, then waits for the communication session to be completed (Figure 1.7b). However,
if the edgesFirst option is OFF, the communication session will not start until the whole
sub-cellspace is processed (Figure 1.7a). Remember all the above processes take place
automatically behind the scene and the user does not have to do anything to take care of them.
Example 2.3 shows how to manage and process the sub-cellspaces stored in Layer objects.
Example 2.3 Sub-cellspace distribution and gathering using the Layer class

testLayer.cpp
#include “neighborhood.h”
#include “cellSpace.h”
#include “layer.h”
#include “myTransition.h” /* Definition of a customized Transition class */
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
using namespace pRPL;
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
PRProcess myPrc(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
myPrc.init(argc, argv);
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Layer<int> myLayer(myPrc); /* Declare a Layer of integer values associated with the PRProcess object just created

above */
if(myPrc.isMaster()) /* Load the cellspace and neighborhood to the Layer on the master process */
{
myLayer.newCellSpace(); /* Create a CellSpace stored in the Layer object */
fstream cellSpcFile(“myCellSpace.txt”, ios::in);
cellSpcFile >> *(myLayer.cellSpace()); /* Load the CellSpace with the cell values stored in an ASCII

file. The cellSpace() method returns a pointer pointing the CellSpace object stored in the Layer */
cellSpcFile.close();
myLayer.newNbrhood(); /* Create a Neighborhood stored in the Layer object */
fstream nbrFile(“myNbrhood.txt”, ios::in);
nbrFile >> *(myLayer.nbrhood()); /* Load the Neighborhood configuration stored in an ASCII file. The

nbrhood() method returns a pointer pointing to the Neighborhood object stored in the Layer */
nbrFile.close();
}
if(!myLayer.smplDcmpDstrbt(SMPL_BLK, myPrc.nPrcs(), myPrc.nPrcs())) /* Decompose the
cellspace into NxN sub-cellspaces in a block-wise manner (where N is the number of the processes), and distribute them onto the
processes (Figure 2.15) */
{
cerr << “Error during decomposing and distributing” << endl;
myPrc.abort(); /* Stop the tasks on every process in the group */
return -1;
}

/* At this point, the sub-cellspaces have been distributed and ready to be processed and updated */
MyTransition myTrans; /* Declare a customized Transition object with default options (see section 2.5) */
if(!myLayer.update(myTrans)) /* Apply the Transition on the Layer, and pRPL automatically handles the

underlying data-exchange processing */
{
cerr << “Error during updating” << endl;
myPrc.abort();
return -1;
}
if(!myLayer.gatherCellSpace()) /* Gather the sub-cellspaces from all the processes and store the whole cellspace

in the Layer on the master process (Figure 2.15) */
{
cerr << “Error during gathering” << endl;
myPrc.abort();
return -1;
}
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myLayer.freeGatherTypes(); /* Release the temporary data types created for gathering sub-cellspaces */
if(myPrc.isMaster()) {
fstream opFile(“result.txt”, ios::out);
opFile << *(myLayer.cellSpace()); /* Output the resultant cellspace to an ASCII file */
opFile.close();
}
myPrc.finalize();
return 0;
}

2.5 Transition
pRPL provides a base class called Transition for users to implement their own raster-processing
algorithms and models by writing customized Transition classes derived from the base class.
A Transition object can only be applied on (i.e., be used to evaluate and update) one cellspace at a
time, which means a Transition object has to be associated with a cellspace every time before its
algorithm is deployed. This is done by setting the _pCellSpace attribute (a pointer to the CellSpace
class, see Table 2.13) of the Transition object to point to a CellSpace object. Since the SubSpace
class is derived from the CellSpace class, _pCellSpace may be set to point to a SubSpace object. A
pointer to the Neighborhood class (_pNbrhood) is also included in the Transition class, and it will
point to a Neighborhood object in case the Transition is a local-scope algorithm. Note that when a
transition algorithm is to be applied on a sub-cellspace, the Neighborhood object linked to the
Transition object should also be the one used to construct the SubSpace object. However, the
front-end users do not have to take care of these issues. Because when a Layer object’s update
method is called, the user only needs to simply specify a Transition object for the method, and
pRPL will automatically associate the Transition object with the Neighborhood object stored in the
Layer object, apply the transition algorithm on the SubSpace objects stored in the Layer object
consecutively, and handle all the data-exchange procedures if necessary.

2.5.1 Options
To make sure the parallel processing proceeds effectively and efficiently, the Transition class also
provides four Boolean options (ON/OFF or TRUE/FALSE) for users when constructing a Transition
object. The onlyUpdtCtrCell option indicates whether the transition algorithm is centralized or
non-centralized. This is crucial for the SubSpace to determine the bounding rectangles of the
“Halo” cells, Edge cells, and the Interior cells (Figure 2.14). By default, this option is ON, i.e., a
centralized transition algorithm. But the user has to set it OFF if a non-centralized algorithm is to be
used. The needFinalize option indicates whether the transition process needs a finalizing process
(see section 2.3). This option should be set according to the transition algorithm, and the default
setting is ON. When it is set ON, the finalize method of the Transition class should be overloaded
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and implements the finalizing process. The needExchange option indicates whether the transition
process requires data exchange between sub-cellspaces, and the default setting is ON. The
edgesFirst option forces the Transition to update the Edge cells of a sub-cellspace first, and
overlaps the non-blocking data-exchange of the “Halo” cells and the updating of the Interior cells,
so that a higher performance can be achieved. Again, this option is set ON by default. Note that the
edgesFirst can not be set ON if the needExchange is OFF.
To develop a customized Transition class, users may overload five basic methods of the base
Transition class: cellSpace, nbrhood, evaluate, finalize, and workload.
In the rest of this section, we are going to learn how to derive a customized Transition class from
the base class by writing a simple example. Let us call the customized Transition class
MyTransition. Suppose we are going to implement such a iterative algorithm: given an original
cellspace of integer values and an additional cellspace of double precision floating point values, for
each cell in the integer cellspace at each iteration, calculate the sum of the values of its surrounding
neighbors (including itself) and multiply the sum with the corresponding cell’s value in the
additional cellspace to get a new integer value; the value of the cell in the integer cellspace will be
changed to the new value if it is greater than 10.
Since MyTransition will be applied on the integer cellspace and update its cell values, it should be
instantiated to be an integer class. Remember that the Transition should always be applied on the
Layer to be output, and other Layers should be additional. Obviously it is a centralized algorithm,
thus we set the onlyUpdtCtrCell option ON. We are going to overload the evaluate method of the
Transition class to calculate the sum of the neighboring cells and multiply it with the cell value in
the additional cellspace, and store the result (an intermediate value) in the update-cell map (i.e.,
setting the needFinalize option ON), then use the finalize method to determine if the cell will be
updated, i.e., whether the intermediate value is greater than 10. Of course, you can write an
evaluate method to do both the calculation and the finalizing tasks. We separate these two steps
only for demonstration purpose. Also this is an iterative algorithm, which means data exchange
between sub-cellspaces is needed, so we set the needExchange option ON, and also set the
edgesFirst option ON to enable overlapping the non-blocking data exchange and the computation.
Example 2.4 Setting options for the Transition class

myTransition.h
#include “cellSpace.h”
using namespace pRPL;
class MyTransition : public Transition<int> /* Instantiated to be an integer class */
{
public:
MyTransition()
:_Transition<int>(true, true, true, true) {}

/* onlyUpdtCtrCell = ON; needFinalize = ON; needExchange = ON; edgesFirst = ON */
~MyTransition() {}
…
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protected:
…
};

2.5.2 cellSpace and nbrhood method
The cellSpace method specifies a CellSpace/SubSpace object for the Transition; and the nbrhood
method specifies a Neighborhood object for the Transition. Unless additional Layers/CellSpaces
will be used or other additional processes are needed when specifying the cellspace and
neighborhood, the customized Transition class may directly inherit these two methods from the base
class without overloading them.
In order to implement multiple-layer algorithms, additional CellSpace and Layer objects may be
used in the Transition. To do so, one or more pointer(s) to the CellSpace and Layer classes must be
added to the Transition class’s attributes. Also, the cellSpace method may be overloaded so that
when a SubSpace object to be evaluated and updated is associated with the Transition, the
corresponding additional SubSpace objects stored in the additional Layers will be correctly found.
The MyTransition class will be associated with the integer cellspace and update the cell values of
it, so the cellSpace method should be used to specify the SubSpace object of integer values, and
also find the corresponding additional SubSpace object stored in the additional Layer object.
Example 2.5 Overloading the cellSpace method of the Transition class when additional Layers are used

myTransition.h
…
class MyTransition : public Transition<int> {
public:
…
bool extraLayer(Layer<double> *pExtraLyr); /* Associates an additional Layer object with the

Transition */
virtual bool cellSpace(CellSpace<int> *pCellSpc); /* Specifies the CellSpace/SubSpace to be

updated */
…
protected:

/* a pointer to the extra layer */
SubSpace<double> *_pExtraSubSpc; /* a pointer to the extra sub-cellspace */
Layer<double> *_pExtraLayer;

};

myTransition.cpp
#include “myTransition.h”
bool MyTransitio::extraLayer(Layer<double> *pExtraLyr) {
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if(!pExtraLyr) {
return false;
}
_pExtraLayer = pExtraLyr;
return true;
}
virtual bool MyTransition::cellSpace(CellSpace<int> *pCellSpc) {
if(!pCellSpc || !_pExtraLayer) /* NOTE: An additional Layer object must have been associated with the
Transition, which means that the extraLayer() method must have been called before the cellSpace() method is called */
{
return false;
}
Transition<int>::_pCellSpace = pCellSpc;
int subID = ((SubSpace<int> *) pCellSpc)->id(); /* Get the sub-cellspace’s ID, assuming that pCellSpc

points to a SubSpace */
SubSpace<double> *pExSubSpc = _pExtraLayer->findSubSpc(subID); /* The findSubSpc() method

of the Layer class returns a pointer to the SubSpace object stored in the Layer with the ID of subID; if no SubSpace with this ID
is found in the Layer, it returns a NULL pointer */
if(pExSubSpc) {
_pExtraSubSpc = pExSubSpc;
}
else {
return false;
}
return true;
}

…

2.5.3 evaluate method
The evaluate method is where users implement their own raster-processing algorithms and models.
It takes in a coordinate within the cellspace that is associated with the Transition, and outputs a
vector of index-value pairs indicating the array indices and values of updated cells. The reason of
outputting a vector of index-value pairs instead of only one cell value is because there may be more
than one cell within the neighborhood around the coordinate being updated when a non-centralized
transition process is used. Thus there will be at most only one index-value pair if a centralized
algorithm is used. Note the index in the index-value pair is the array index of the updated cell in the
cellspace/sub-cellspace that is associated with the Transition, and can be easily translated from a
coordinate using the coord2idx method of the CellSpace/SubSpace class.
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Example 2.6 Overloading the evaluate method of the Transition class

myTransition.h
…
class MyTransition : public Transition<int> {
public:
…
virtual bool evaluate(vector<pair<int, int> > &vUpdtedCells,
const CellCoord &coord);
…
};

myTransition.cpp
…
virtual bool MyTransition::evaluate(vector<pair<int, int> > &vUpdtedCells,
const CellCoord &coord) {
CellSpace<int> &cellSpc = *(Transition<int>::_pCellSpace);
Neighborhood<int> &nbrhood = *(Transition<int>:: _pNbrhood);
CellSpace<double> &extraCellSpc = *(_pExtraSubSpc); /* _pExtraSubSpc points to the additional

SubSpace object corresponding to the integer SubSpace object specified to MyTransition */
if(!nbrhood.specify(coord, cellSpc)) /* Specify the Neighborhood to the coordinate in the

CellSpace/SubSpace */
{
return false;
}
int idx = cellSpc.coord2idx(coord); /* Get the array index corresponding to the coordinate */
int val;
nbrhood.totalVal(val); /* Calculate the sum value of the Neighborhood */
val = (int)(val * extraCellSpc[coord.iRow()][coord.iCol()]); /* Multiply the sum value with

the cell value in the additional cellspace */
vUpdtedCells.push_back(make_pair(idx, val)); /* Output the index-value pair of the updated cell */
return true;
}
…

2.5.4 finalize method
The finalize method needs to be overloaded by users if a finalizing process is required by the
algorithm, i.e., the needFinalize option is ON. A cell value and a coordinate will be given to the
finalize method, representing the updated cell’s intermediate value and its coordinate. If the
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Transition is applied on a SubSpace object, the coordinate should be a local coordinate of the
SubSpace instead of a global coordinate.
Here we continue with the MyTransition class and overload the finalize method.
Example 2.7 Overloading the finalize method of the Transition class

myTransition.h
…
class MyTransition : public Transition<int> {
public:
…
virtual bool finalize(const elemType &val,
const CellCoord &coord);
…
};

myTransition.cpp
…
virtual bool MyTransition::finalize(const int &val,
const CellCoord &coord) {
if(!Transition<int>::_pCellSpace) {
return false;
}
CellSpace<int> &cellSpc = *(Transition<int>::_pCellSpace);
if(!cellSpc.validCoord(coord)) {
return false;
}
if(val > 10) /* Update the CellSpace if the intermediate value is greater than 10 */
{
cellSpc[coord.iRow()][coord.iCol()] = val;
}
return true;
}
…

2.5.5 workload method
The workload method needs to be overloaded if the workloads of cellspaces/sub-cellspaces for a
transition algorithm have to be determined, e.g., when the quad-tree decomposition is used to divide
the cellspaces. A bounding rectangle over the cellspace is required as the arguments for the method,
the workload of the cells within the bounding rectangle is to be returned.
For MyTransition, the workload of a cellspace is directly associated with the number of cells
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within the cellspace, because every cell (except the “halo” cells, i.e., Edge cells and Interior cells)
will be evaluated by the algorithm.
Example 2.8 Overloading the workload method of the Transition class

myTransition.h
…
class MyTransition : public Transition<int> {
public:
…
virtual int workload(const CoordBR &workBR);
…
};

myTransition.cpp
…
virtual int MyTransition::workload(const CoordBR &workBR) {
if(!workBR.valid(Transition<int>::_pCellSpace->dims())) /* Check if the bounding rectangle is

within the cellspace */
{
return 0;
}
return workBR.size(); /* Return the number of cells bounded within the rectangle */
}
…

After deciding the data type of the Transition class, declaring additional attributes if necessary,
setting the four options, and overloading the four methods if necessary, the customized Transition
class is ready to be used to evaluate and update the Layer.

3. Write pRPL programs
To write a pRPL program, users only need to go through three steps: specifying a neighborhood
configuration, deriving a Transition class from the base class, and writing the main function. We
will start with the simple program we have already discussed in the previous section (MyTransition),
and then add some advanced features to the program, e.g., multi-group multi-task processing, etc.

3.1 The first pRPL program
Suppose we are going to write a program to repeat MyTransition on an original cellspace for 100
iterations.
First, we have to decide how many layers to be used for the algorithm. You will find that
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multi-layer cases are much more commonly encountered than single-layer ones, because algorithms
require at least an input layer and an output layer and they usually are not the same one. For
MyTransition case, two layers are needed, one is of integer values, and another is of double
precision floating point values. It is crucial to choose the data types of cell values before writing a
pRPL program. The CellSpace, Neighborhood, and Layer classes are class templates, and we need
to instantiate them when declaring instances of them.
...
Layer<int> lyr2update(myPrc, “Int_Layer”); /* Create a Layer of integer to store the original data,
associated it with a PRProcess object (i.e., myPrc), and name it Int_Layer */
Layer<double> lyrExtra(myPrc, “Double_Layer”); /* The extra Layer is associated with the same
PRProcess (i.e., myPrc) */
...

3.1.1 Specify a neighborhood
An algorithm usually requires a particular neighborhood configuration in space and weighting.
The easiest way to specify a neighborhood may be writing an ASCII file (Figure 2.8), and then
using the >> operator of the Neighborhood class to load the configuration to the Neighborhood
object. Supposed the MyTransition algorithm requires a Von Neumann neighborhood, we create a
TXT file just like Figure 2.8a and name it VonNeumann.txt. Another approach is to use a coordinate
vector, and optionally a weight vector, to construct a Neighborhood object.

Approach 1 – reading from a file
…
lyr2update.newNbrhood();
fstream nbrFile(“VonNeumann.txt”, ios::in);
nbrFile >> *( Lyr2update.nbrhood()); /* Load the neighborhood configuration stored in an ASCII file */
nbrFile.close();
lyrExtra.newNbrhood(*(lyr2update.nbrhood())); /* Create a new Neighborhood for the additional Layer,

which has the same configuration as that of the integer Layer */
…

Approach 2 – constructing from a coordinate vector
…
int aCoords[10] = {0, 0, -1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 1, 1, 0};
vector<CellCoord> vNbrCoords;
for(int iNbr = 0; iNbr < 5; iNbr++) {
vNbrCoords.push_back(CellCoord(aCoords[2*iNbr], aCoords[2*iNbr+1]));
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}
lyr2update.newNbrhood(vNbrCoords); /* Default weights are 1.0 */
lyrExtra.newNbrhood(vNbrCoords); /* Default weights are 1.0 */
…

3.1.2 Deriving a customized Transition class from the base Transition
class
When writing a pRPL program, you may find that you spend most of your time on implementing
the algorithm to be used to process and update the data, and only a little time figuring out how to
use pRPL to parallelize the algorithm. This is exactly the purpose of this programming library,
which is allowing the users primarily to focus on the algorithms themselves and not on the parallel
computing details.
We have already completed the MyTransition class.
myTransition.h
#include “cellSpace.h”
using namespace pRPL;
class MyTransition : public Transition<int> /* Instantiated to be an integer class */
{
public:
MyTransition()
:_Transition<int>(true, true, true, true) {}

/* onlyUpdtCtrCell = ON; needFinalize = ON; needExchange = ON; edgesFirst = ON */
~MyTransition() {}
bool extraLayer(Layer<double> *pExtraLyr);
virtual bool cellSpace(CellSpace<int> *pCellSpc);
virtual bool evaluate(vector<pair<int, int> > &vUpdtedCells,
const CellCoord &coord);
virtual bool finalize(const elemType &val,
const CellCoord &coord);
virtual int workload(const CoordBR &workBR);
protected:

/* a pointer to the extra layer */
SubSpace<double> *_pExtraSubSpc; /* a pointer to the extra sub-cellspace */
Layer<double> *_pExtraLayer;

};
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myTransition.cpp
#include “myTransition.h”
bool MyTransitio::extraLayer(Layer<double> *pExtraLyr) {
if(!pExtraLyr) {
return false;
}
_pExtraLayer = pExtraLyr;
return true;
}
virtual bool MyTransition::cellSpace(CellSpace<int> *pCellSpc) {
if(!pCellSpc || !_pExtraLayer) /* NOTE: An additional Layer object must have been associated with the

Transition, which means that the extraLayer() method must have been called before the cellSpace() method is called */
{
return false;
}
Transition<int>::_pCellSpace = pCellSpc;
int subID = ((SubSpace<int> *) pCellSpc)->id(); /* Get the sub-cellspace’s ID, assuming pCellSpc points

to a sub-cellspace */
SubSpace<double> *pExSubSpc = _pExtraLayer->findSubSpc(subID); /* The findSubSpc() method

of the Layer class returns a pointer to the SubSpace object stored in the Layer with the ID of subID; if no SubSpace with this ID
is found in the Layer, it returns a NULL pointer */
if(pExSubSpc) {
_pExtraSubSpc = pExSubSpc;
}
else {
return false;
}
return true;
}
virtual bool MyTransition::evaluate(vector<pair<int, int> > &vUpdtedCells,
const CellCoord &coord) {
CellSpace<int> &cellSpc = *(Transition<int>::_pCellSpace);
Neighborhood<int> &nbrhood = *(Transition<int>:: _pNbrhood);
CellSpace<double> &extraCellSpc = *(_pExtraSubSpc);
if(!nbrhood.specify(coord, cellSpc)) {
return false;
}
int idx = cellSpc.coord2idx(coord); /* Get the array index corresponding to the coordinate */
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int val;
nbrhood.totalVal(val); /* Calculate the sum value of the Neighborhood */
val = (int)(val * extraCellSpc[coord.iRow()][coord.iCol()]); /* Multiply the sum value with

the cell value in the additional cellspace */
vUpdtedCells.push_back(make_pair(idx, val)); /* Output the index-value pair of the updated value */
return true;
}
virtual bool MyTransition::finalize(const int &val,
const CellCoord &coord) {
if(!Transition<int>::_pCellSpace) {
return false;
}
CellSpace<int> &cellSpc = *(Transition<int>::_pCellSpace);
if(!cellSpc.validCoord(coord)) {
return false;
}
if(val > 10) /* Update the CellSpace if the intermediate value is greater than 10 */
{
cellSpc[coord.iRow()][coord.iCol()] = val;
}
return true;
}
virtual int MyTransition::workload(const CoordBR &workBR) {
if(!workBR.valid(Transition<int>::_pCellSpace->dims())) /* Check if the bounding rectangle is

within the cellspace */
{
return 0;
}
return workBR.size(); /* Return the number of cells bounded within the rectangle */
}

3.1.3 Write the main function
After deriving a customized Transition class, you are ready to write the main function. With pRPL,
you will find how easy it can be to write a parallel raster processing program.
Suppose we are going to decompose the cellspaces in a row-wise manner and let each processor
hold and process two sub-cellspaces.
testMyTransition.cpp
#include “neighborhood.h”
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#include “cellSpace.h”
#include “layer.h”
#include “myTransition.h” /* Definition of a customized Transition class */
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
using namespace pRPL;
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
PRProcess myPrc(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
myPrc.init(argc, argv);
Layer<int> lyr2update(myPrc, “Int_Layer”);
Layer<double> lyrExtra(myPrc, “Double_Layer”);
if(myPrc.isMaster()) /* Load the cellspace and neighborhood to the Layer on the master processor */
{
lyr2update.newCellSpace(); /* Create a CellSpace stored in the Layer object */
fstream intCellSpcFile(“myIntCellSpace.txt”, ios::in);
intCellSpcFile >> *(lyr2update.cellSpace()); /* Load the CellSpace with the cell values stored in an

ASCII file. The cellSpace() method returns a pointer pointing the CellSpace object stored in the Layer */
intCellSpcFile.close();
lyrExtra.newCellSpace();
fstream dblCellSpcFile(“myDblCellSpace.txt”, ios::in);
dblCellSpcFile >> *(lyrExtra.cellSpace());
dblCellSpcFile.close();
lyr2update.newNbrhood(); /* Create a Neighborhood stored in the Layer object */
fstream nbrFile(“myNbrhood.txt”, ios::in);
nbrFile >> *(lyr2update.nbrhood()); /* Load the Neighborhood configuration stored in an ASCII file.

The nbrhood() method returns a pointer pointing to the Neighborhood object stored in the Layer */
nbrFile.close();
lyrExtra.newNbrhood(*(lyr2update.nbrhood()));
}
if(!lyr2update.smplDcmpDstrbt(SMPL_ROW, 2*myPrc.nPrcs())) /* Decompose the cellspace into
2xN sub-cellspaces in a row-wise manner (where N is the number of the processors), and distribute them onto the processors */
{
cerr << “Error during decomposing and distributing the integer layer” << endl;
myPrc.abort(); /* Stop the tasks on every processor in the group */
return -1;
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}
if(!lyrExtra.distribute()) /* Since the spatial divisions and mapping scheme have been created for the integer

Layer, the additional Layer will be divided and distributed using the same divisions and mapping scheme stored in the PRProcess
object, i.e., myPrc */
{
cerr << “Error during decomposing and distributing the double layer” << endl;
myPrc.abort();
return -1;
}

/* At this point, the sub-cellspaces have been distributed and made ready to be evaluated and updated */
MyTransition myTrans; /* Declare a customized Transition object (see section 2.5) */
myTrans.extraLayer(&lyrExtra); /* IMPORTANT: Specify the additional Layer for the Transition */
for(int iteration = 0; iteration < 100; iteration++) /* Iteratively apply MyTransition on the integer

Layer */
{
if(!lyr2update.update(myTrans)) /* Apply the Transition on the Layer, and pRPL automatically handles

the underlying data-exchange processing */
{
cerr << “Error during updating iteration [”
<< iteration << “]” << endl;
myPrc.abort();
return -1;
}
}
if(!lyr2update.gatherCellSpace()) /* Gather the sub-cellspaces from all the processors and store the whole

cellspace in the Layer on the master processor (Figure 2.15) */
{
cerr << “Error during gathering” << endl;
myPrc.abort();
return -1;
}
lyr2update.freeGatherTypes(); /* Free the temporary data types created for gathering sub-cellspaces */
if(myPrc.isMaster()) {
fstream opFile(“result.txt”, ios::out);
opFile << *(lyr2update.cellSpace()); /* Output the resultant cellspace into an ASCII file */
opFile.close();
}
myPrc.finalize();
return 0;
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}

3.2. Advanced pRPL programs
In the program we wrote in the previous section, all the processors are included in one group, i.e.
the root group. Also, it is a static load-balancing parallel program, which means the data/tasks are
assigned and distributed to the processors before the computation takes place. In this section, we
will use some advanced features of pRPL to divide the processors into multiple groups and assigned
them different data/tasks, and then implement a dynamic load-balancing algorithm to assigned tasks
to the groups during the computation according to the busy/idle status of the group.

3.2.1 Grouping the processors
Suppose we are going to use a modified MyTransition class to update an original cellspace
iteratively (e.g., 100 iterations). An extra parameter (_extraPa) is added to the MyTransition class,
and a method (extraParameter) is added to set the value of this parameter. Note that the value of
this parameter should be set before MyTransition is used to evaluate a cellspace, which means the
parameter-setting method (i.e., extraParameter) of MyTransition should be called before the
iterative calling of the cellspace’s update method.
myTransition.h
#include “cellSpace.h”
using namespace pRPL;
class MyTransition : public Transition<int> {
public:
…
void extraParameter(int pa); /* a method to set the value of the extra parameter */
…
protected:
…
int _extraPa; /* an extra parameter */
…
};

myTransition.cpp
#include “myTransition.h”
…
void MyTransition::extraParameter(int pa) {
_extraPa = pa;
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}
…

Suppose we have 4 parameter values to use, and each one will be applied for 100 iterations. We
divide the processors into 4 groups, and each group will use one parameter value. Thus these 4
groups of processors will work in parallel. Note the cellspaces will be divided and distributed
among the processors within one group, and not among the groups.
testGroupping.cpp
#include “neighborhood.h”
#include “cellSpace.h”
#include “layer.h”
#include “myTransition.h” /* Definition of a customized Transition class */
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
using namespace pRPL;
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
PRProcess rootPrc(MPI_COMM_WORLD); /* A representation of the processor in the root group */
rootPrc.init(argc, argv);
PRProcess grpPrc; /* A representation of the processor within a group */
if(!rootPrc.grouping(4, true, &grpPrc)) /* Divide the root group into 4 groups, the master process of the

root group is included */
{
cerr << “Error during grouping” << endl;
return -1;
}
Layer<int> lyr2update(grpPrc, “Int_Layer”); /* Associate the Layer with the grouped representation of

the processor, i.e., grpPrc */
Layer<double> lyrExtra(grpPrc, “Double_Layer”);
if(grpPrc.isMaster()) /* Load the cellspace and neighborhood to the Layer on the master processores */
{
… /* Load the cellspace and neighborhood to the Layer on the master processors of the groups */
}
lyr2update.smplDcmpDstrbt(SMPL_ROW, 2*grpPrc.nPrcs());/* Divide and distribute the cellspaces

among the processors within the groups */
lyrExtra.distribute();

/* At this point, the sub-cellspaces have been distributed and ready to be evaluated and updated */
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MyTransition myTrans;
myTrans.extraLayer(&lyrExtra);
int aParameters[4] = {1, 2, 3, 4}; /* 4 extra parameters */
myTrans.extraParameter(aParameter[grpPrc.groupID()]); /* IMPORTANT: Set the value of

the parameter according to the ID of the group in which the processor is included */
for(int iteration = 0; iteration < 100; iteration++) {
lyr2update.update(myTrans);
}
lyr2update.gatherCellSpace();
lyr2update.freeGatherTypes(); /* Release the temporary data types created for gathering sub-cellspaces */
if(grpPrc.isMaster()) {
… /* Output the resultant cellspaces. NOTE: each group should output its own file */
}
rootPrc.finalize();
return 0;
}

3.2.2 Dynamic load-balancing and task farm
Load-balancing ensures computing units (i.e., processors) get appropriate amounts of workload
and work together in an efficient way. It can be seen as a higher level concern than decomposition
and mapping, or a control process for them. In other words, good load-balancing requires an
appropriate granularity of decomposition that sufficiently utilizes parallel computing resources and
minimizes communication cost, and an efficient mapping scheme that minimizes communication
time and idle time. Load-balancing techniques can be broadly classified into two categories: static
and dynamic.
Static load-balancing decompose and distribute data subsets or/and sub-tasks among the
processors prior to the execution of the process. After the decomposition and mapping processes,
processors execute their own computation till the end. (Grama et al. 2003).
Dynamic load-balancing decompose and distribute data subsets or/and sub-tasks among the
processors during the execution of the process. Data subsets or/and sub-tasks are dynamically
generated and distributed according to the status of the parallel processors (idle or busy). This
load-balancing technique is preferable in several situations: when workload is unknown; when
non-unified and flexible computing resources are involved, e.g., cluster computing, network
computing; when the transfer rate of interconnect network is varied among computing units, etc.
(Grama, Gupta, Karypis, and Kumar 2003).
The program in section 3.2.1 is still a static load-balancing algorithm, because the data are
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distributed onto the processors and the parameter is set for the group before the computation starts.
In the rest of this section, we will implement a dynamic load-balancing algorithm. To do so, a little
more MPI programming skills are required.
Suppose we have 100 parameter values to evaluate, and for each parameter value, only 10
iterations are needed. And the parameter values will be stored in a task farm on a master processor,
or an “emitter” processor (Danelutto 2004). The remaining processors will form 4 groups. Each
group will request for a new task, i.e., a parameter value, from the task farm when it finishes its
previously assigned task. Thus the emitter will keep giving away tasks to the groups until the task
farm is drained.
testDynamicTasking.cpp
#include “neighborhood.h”
#include “cellSpace.h”
#include “layer.h”
#include “myTransition.h” /* Definition of a customized Transition class */
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
using namespace pRPL;
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
PRProcess rootPrc(MPI_COMM_WORLD); /* A representation of the processor in the root group */
rootPrc.init(argc, argv);
PRProcess grpPrc; /* A representation of the processor within a group */
rootPrc.grouping(4, false, &grpPrc); /* NOTE: the master process of the root group is NOT included

within the newly created groups, and it will serve as an emitter processor which holds the task farm */
Layer<int> lyrOriginal(grpPrc, “Int_Layer”); /* Associate the Layer with the grouped representation of

the processor, i.e., grpPrc */
Layer<double> lyrExtra(grpPrc, “Double_Layer”);
if(grpPrc.isMaster()) /* Load the cellspace and neighborhood to the Layer on the master processors */
{
… /* Load the cellspace and neighborhood to the Layer on the master processors of the groups */
}
lyrOriginal.smplDcmpDstrbt(SMPL_ROW, 2*grpPrc.nPrcs());/* Divide and distribute the cellspaces

among the processors within the groups */
lyrExtra.distribute();

/* At this point, the sub-cellspaces have been distributed and ready to be evaluated and updated */
MyTransition myTrans;
int aParameters[100]; /* Declare an array to store the parameter values, i.e., the task farm */
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int parameter;
int taskRequest;
MPI_Status status;
if(rootPrc.isMaster()) /* The emitter processor */
{
… /* Initialize the 100 parameter values on the emitter processor */
int nRemainingGroups = 4;
int nRemainingTasks = 100;
while(nRemainingGroups > 0) {
if(nRemainingTasks > 0) {
parameter = aParameter[nRemainingTasks-1]; /* Pop a new task */
nRemainingTasks--;
}
else {
parameter = -999; /* No tasks left, send a quitting command */
}
MPI_Recv(&taskRequest, 1, MPI_INT,
MPI_ANY_SOURCE, MPI_ANY_TAG,
rootPrc.comm(), &status); /* Receive a request from a worker processor */
int workerID = status.MPI_SOURCE;
if(taskRequest == 1) /* The worker requests for a new task */
{
MPI_Send(&parameter, 1, MPI_INT, workerID, workerID, rootPrc.comm()); /* Send

the parameter value to the requesting worker */
}
else /* The worker requests to quit */
{
nRemainingGroups--;
}
}
}
else /* The worker processors */
{
taskRequest = 1;
while(taskRequest == 1) {
if(grpPrc.isMaster()) /* The group’s master requests a new task from the emitter */
{
MPI_Send(&taskRequest, 1, MPI_INT,
rootPrc.masterID(), rootPrc.id(), rootPrc.comm()); /* Send a request to the

emmiter */
MPI_Recv(&parameter, 1, MPI_INT,
rootPrc.masterID(), rootPrc.id(), rootPrc.comm(), &status); /* Receive

a parameter value from the emitter */
}
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grpPrc.bcastVal(parameter); /* The group’s master broadcasts the received parameter to all the processors in

the group */
Layer<int> lyr2update(grpPrc, “Int_Layer2”); /* This is the Layer on which the Transition will be

applied on */
if(parameter != -999) /* The received parameter is NOT a quitting command */
{
myTrans.extraParameter(parameter);
myTrans.extraLayer(&lyrExtra); /* IMPORTANT: Specify the extra Layer for the Transition */
lyr2update = lyrOriginal; /* Copy the data from the original Layer to the working Layer */
for(int iteration = 0; iteration < 10; iteration++) {
lyr2update.update(myTrans);
}
lyr2update.gatherCellSpace();
lyr2update.freeGatherTypes();
if(grpPrc.isMaster()) {
… /* Output the resultant cellspace, i.e., lyr2update */
}
}
else /* The received parameter is a quitting command */
{
taskRequest = 0;
if(grpPrc.isMaster()) /* The group’s master sends a quitting request to the emitter processor */
{
MPI_Send(&taskRequest, 1, MPI_INT,
rootPrc.masterID(), rootPrc.id(), rootPrc.comm());
}
}
}
}
rootPrc.finalize();
return 0;
}
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